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x. INTODCT.oRY • t

The contract was established in Jruy 1953 for the "preparation end

electrochemioal study of non..corrodible anodes". The primary purpose of

these investigations has been the development of conducting materials

that will satisfactorily resist corrosion when used as anodes In various

aqueous solutions. Such substances would be potential substitutes for the

noble, metals which are extensively employed in electrochemical preparations.

(1, 2)
previous researches showed that the phosphidse of the transition

metals had considerable promise as non-corro4ible asnoes and these compounds

alone have been studied.

The role of the author in the investigations conducted under this

contract has been the evaluation of phosphide samples with respect to

their corrosion properties and the determination of the range of con.

ditions, If any, under which each particular phosphide sample shows

corrosion resistance. It was felt to be worthless to conduct electro-

chemical studies of phosphides in media in which chemical attack was

suffered.. Has, YooIm and Cheog) made experiments on phospbide samples

in which the rate ot weight loes was doterained I& variwo aquoI solutiose.
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The results of these experiments have been such thdto UP to the time of

writing, only two 1losphide •amples have warranted electrochemiocl lb.

vosto tion.

At times when phosphide electrodes have not been available for cor-

rosion tests, attention has been directed towards related aspects of

electrochemistry. Methods of Investigation have been developed which it

is hoped will throw light on the mechanisms of snodic corrosion and of

electrode reactions in general.

The subject of this report falls naturally into the following

categories:

The "equivalent reaction pair" approach to the study of complex

electrode reaction mechanisms.

Uxperimental methods for the study of the degree of corrosion of

of phosphide electrodes.

Results obtained from the corrosion studies of phosphide anodes and

44escussion of these results.

Theory of Nfaredait rectificatton' and a disesioe of possible

applications of the phenomenon.

Experimental technique for the study of faradeal rectification

ad results thereby obtained for a mercury electrode.

The materiel will be presented in the order listed above, but this

should be understood to have no chronologicaJ sigaificne.

11. SL3TU JDAOTIM

A treatment has been devised that enables a complex electrode

reaction to be retuad to a vm simVsw spivalovA Wewtion pSir',



provided the react ion mechanism Is known or can be pos tulated. 7rc. the

equivaengt reaction pair It io possible to predict current-voltage

curves and all other properties that depenl on the kinetics of the

electrode reaction. The converse Is only partially true: analysis of

experimnental results In terms of the treatment will enable certain

mechunisms to be ruled out of conuidoration; however others will probably

be left in dispute.

The mathematical derivation of the treatment will not be presented

here, since this has been reported in full prievicus~y. Moreover, the

zattrial is in publication (. However, the ezample below, which Is taken

from the phosphide corrosion discussion of section IV of this report, will

serve to illustrate the applica tion and limitc~tion of the equivalent re-

action pair method.

The corrosion of a chromium phos~phide anode in &acid, solution occurs

with a stoichiometry which can be representra& by the overall reaction:

2OrP + l5Hg0 O rgC;. 21076 + 3C * 22.s7

Such an electrode reaction clearly warrants the term 8complez'. 3quation

(a) cannot possibly depict the mechanism, for It has a tar greater

molecularity than is feasible.

The number of mechazismns that may be envisaged to explain the overall

reaction (a) is legion,, 7ow e~p3.es the following foqw steps may be

imagined to occur:

444 + R O o b



+
RSP058 + 2130 - P04  +6H + 407 (ti)

9CrO4 +2 aOsrl +Ro(0)

where reaction (b) is the ratc-deter'mining stop in the sequence. Now,

aLpplying the method of the equivalcnt reaction pair, we may combine re-

.actioaas (b) through. (3) into (.f), a hypothetical reaction pair which has

all the kizrvtib attributes of the four reactions abovc, thus:

CrP 4. 2ES0- (410C14), - i4w0rVT- + P046 + 151 ..51Eg0

where cr is a symmetry factor or trnnsfer coefficient, taking sames value

between zero and unity.

Alternatively, the mechanistic scheme may be considered. to cons ist of

the following four reactions:

4+

or4K.so 2e - Ow+ + P7 4. 2EgO (h)

20r +7* *~s Orso; 4. llB4e 6s +

PC; + R0m P046 + 2R

and the corresponding sqrtvalent reaction pair to found to be:

OrP 6e + 5.01OS 50 !COr.C; 4?OP% .5E* + 3.47 (k)

it to i the slow stop Ia tb* &&a"*e



It will be noted that hydrogen ions are absent from the left hand

side of (f), whereas they are present with the coefficient -6 in W).

This is to be interpreted as meaning tbat corrosion (the left to right

direction of reactioix (a), (f) avd (Q)) will be unaffected by pH in case

the scheme (b, c, d, c) represents the true course of the corrosion re-

action, but if scheme (g, h, i, J) is correct ..ncreasi.)g hydrogen ion con-

centre~tix% -will *qave ;ýn fffe±'-t on corroision.

Tho er, rime l iv•u1ls presented in eec•ion IV of this report

show clearly that in '-m ranev pH 0 to 71 T. the intensity of corrosion

is iundc-pdent of iore ±.•n concentrntion. Thus' scheme (g, h, i, j)

cannot reprcscn- the mechanism. T.is is not to say that scheme (b, c, d, a)

is correct, for any schbme that results in the absence of protons from

the left hand side of the equivalent reaction pair (and there are very

many that do" in equally acceptable. Such a conclusion is typical of

most thr.t will bc given by the equivalent reaction pair approach. While

it will oftcn enable certe.in mechanisms to be rejected md suggest others,

it will rarely give a decisive answer to a problem.

The above schemes (b, c, d, e) and (g, h, i, 3) are purely illustrative

and are not to be considered as scrious attompts to explain the mechanism

of the corrosion of phosphide anodes. Though they are considerably simpler

than the overall reaction (a), not ono of the reactions (b) through (j)

is simple enough to be a likely primary unit of a mechanistic scheme. Tho

problem of elucidating the mechanism of a corrosion reaction such as

this io an extremely difficult wone eO.IPli0oat as i' se y ~ 17 Is 1 the

* 'V
SI I I !
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presence of one or more films. The corrosion reaction must also be con-

sidored in the light of Its comyxtitive reactions, such as solvent da-

composition or anion discharge.

Two phoephide samples were available for el .ctrochemical corrosion

tests: a short piece of nickel phosphlie, diiP, wire and a "slug" of

compacted chromium phosphide, CrP. The latter compound In very refractory

and compacts were propared(3)by sintcring the powdered material under argon.

Zour avtnues of approach to the determinetion of the degree of cor-

rosion suggbet themselves, vis:

(A) The measurement of the rate of weight loss at a measured

current density.

(3) VYeasurement of the rate of accumuletion of corrosion products.

(C) Measurement of the rate of liberation of the non-corrosion

product (e.g. oxgen), whence the rate of corro• on may be deteimined by

difference from the total current passed.

(D) Indirectly, bF the anals*is of current-voltape cuves.

SU potentialities of all these methods were studied.

Preliminary ezperiments showed that the exposed surface of anodicelly

polrised phosphI44 ,SaMA usitervest p•rsaiol disintegration in adition

to electrochemical ooorosion. This w&s manifested by the deposition of a

fine gray powder on the floor of the vessel adjacent to the anode and by

visible "flaking* of the phosphid surface. It is believed that this

disintegration is caused by the formatioa of Ow %WMe las i the

* *, /, ..
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surfsce layers of the anode, d~ue to the appreciable porosity of the phosPhide

sarplos. This belief to supported. by the observation of a higher degree

of disintegration of CrP compared. with the $I*P, In line vith the greater

porosity of the compacted. material. Simple measurement of weight I*"s

could. not differentiate between this d~isintegration and true corrosion;

(A.) wasn therefore abandoned..

The corrosion of ligP and OrP was f ound to yield. the ions N1

OreO, and Or .Analysis of these ions is a comparatively simple

matter and. hences approach (B) was employed. extensively. The experimental

details of the various methods are given below. It was tacitly assumed.

that the phosphorus content of the anod~es was corroded. to the +5 state,[

iee. to the P04& ion or some similar phosphate anion.

The third. approach, (C.), offers a very simple and. powerful method. for

assessing the degree of corrosion. By placing In series two cells,

identical In all respects except tha~t one Uas a phosphid~e anode wAd the

other an Inert electrode of the amK area, a direot estimation of the

extent of corrosion Is obtained. by comparison of the oqygen volumes

liberated. at each anode. This method. was used extensively for 1isP

anodes but could. not be successfally ssployed. for the Cr1' compacte, for

the following reason. The method. neessitsktes the passage of a considerable

quantity of electrioity In order that the gas volumes may be accurately

compared.. Nowever, as noted above, the Cr1 compacts are very susceptible

4 ~to physical disintegration and. this results in a Npaste' of loose powder,

gsbubbles and solution being for~m"d at the anode surface. Under such

oondtieme Owe electrode toe Is ndeinite and As subject to wildL

,.j1 7S~.- 1 , - --T
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fluctuetions. To obviate this undesirable effect, It to necessary to

obtain a measure of the degree of corrosion with the least possible pass-

eNo of electricity. T-e (3) approach to the most favorable is this

respect.

Results obtained with iron and cobalt phosphides(1,2) showed that

the presence of corrosion waes clearly reflected in current-voltage curves

recorded with phosphide microanodes. Eowevor, no such correlation was

found in the case of CrP. Method (D) wtas therefore considered to be un-

reliable and was abandoned.

Below are listed, in some detail, the experimntal techniques actually

used to provide the data listed in section IV.

Method 1 The cell shown in Fig. 1 was constructed. This consists of

a chamber (of about 2 cn3 volume) on one vertical wall of which a circular

face(l to 1 1/2 mm. In diameter) of the compact was exposed. The opposite

face wos an agar plug which was connected by a salt bridge to a saturated

calomel cathode, The cell was filled with 2.00 mle of the solution under

study. A small nitrogen bubbler could be inserted into the solution to

prevent the ingress of atmospheric ozygen, The probe of a small potential-

measuring calomel electrode was also inserted Into the solution,

Preliminary ezperiments in a conventional cell showed that the dichromato

ion I& deoo•Ygonted solutions of normal sulphuric acid. gives a well-defined

diffusion wave at a platinum wire microcathode. The half-wave potential

Was +O4T volts ve s.0-., ( l'urope'nn convention) and the diffusion

mrrent (oorreoted for residual and measured. at +0,2 volts) was acourately

proportional to diohrmato Ion oonoantratioa.



A very *jiple method was thus available for the determination of

the rate of corrosion of CrP in N ReSO4. A calibrated platinum wire

electrode was inserted into the cell shown in Fig. 1 and, during the

course of a corrosion experiment, meas.urements were made of the

current drawn at +0.2 volts. Unfortunately, the characteristics of the

platinum wire (in particular the residual current at +0.2 volts) were

subject to a random variation of such a magnitude that this method of

dichromate assay was subsequently abandoned.

Mothod 2 This method employed the cell shown in Fig. 1. After a known

current had been passed for a known length of time, a single drop of the

solution was withdrawn and treated with one drop of 1% ethanolic

diphenylearbaside (otherwise called diphenylearbohydraside, Ph. I. N. O.

IH.NE.Ph) •. This is a well-known spot test for the dichromate ion(6 )

and the method was made seni-quantitative by comparing the color with that

given by a series of solutions with known dichromate ion content. Inter-

rolation enabled a fairly acossate estimate to be made of the dhcbroate

concentration.

Method 3 The previous spot-test method gives a measure only of the

Cr(VI) content of the solution. However, in some oases as noted above,

corrosion also occurs to Cr(IZI). The degree of corrosion to this state

was estimated in the following manner. A portion of the solution was

analysed for Or(VI) in the usual way. A further portion was treated with

potassium persulpbate prior to analysis, 3r differee a measure at

the O(X) moemtio M 4

T+. . + • ? , + + + +++ +
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Method 4 A spot-test method was also applied to the analysis of

solutions subjected to NigP corrosion, but not as a quantitative

procedure. The absence of colour on treatment with the veil-known

dioethylglyoxime reageat was taken as Indicative of the complete

absence of ti

Method 5 It has been noted above that in the case of NigP cast anodes

it was possible to use assay methods based upon the direct comparison

of oxygen volume liberated at an N•iSF microanode and in a similar cell

containing an inert metal microanode. When basic solutions were employed,

three such cells were wired in series, equipped with Ni, Pt and NisP

anodes. for other solutions, only two series cells were employed, those

-2 2with Pt and NisP aodes. Anode &reas were approximately 10c-am

Pig. 2 is a digram of the type of cell anployed. The cell was

simply a beaker containing the solution through which was babbled a

slow but continuous stream of oxygon. The floor of the boaker was

covered with a layer of mercury topped by a layer of an appropriate

mercurous salt (e.g. IgO04 for ShmOSO solution and Rgg0 for K(S). The

anodes were short lengths of wimr which were Vains into the end of the

shorter limb of a J-shoped glass tube. Contact was established through

a column of mercury and a burette was Inverted over the azode and filled

with solution. By asseuiing that the oxygen current efficiency at Pt

(A l for alkaline solutions) was 100%, the degree of corrosion was

readily oftatme f rem the Uersna In oeqges volmoes after electrolysis.
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method 6 Corrosion experiments conducted upon CrP at high current

density produced dichroeate ion at a concentration great enough for

classical methods of anaWysis. The entire cell contents, following a

corrosive electrolysis, were titrated iodeometrioally with a sodium

thiosulphate solution which had been previously standardised with a

potassium dichromate solution of known concentration.

M Opectrophotometry of CrsC" can be quite accurate for con-

centrations as low as 105 M. A method was developed in which the contents

of the cell shown in fig. 1 were compare& with similar solutions of

known dichromate concentration, using a Beckman Model D.U. Spectro-

photometer at 350 millimicrons, the wavelength of maximum absorption.

The above seven methods were all employed to determine the extent

of corrosion of CrP and IIsP in various solutions. In addition, some

experiments were performed in an attempt to elucidate the nature of the

corrosive attadc. These latter are described in the next section.

The degree of corrosion of an anode in a particular experiment

has been expressed as a percentile "corrosion efficiency". This Is

defined as the percentage of the total current passed that is ef-

fective in causing corrosion. In terms of corrosion products, if

tiero moles of product accumulate in t secoe ftOa tW wassage

Of a current, 1, in milliamperes, then:

CorrosIon efficienca W . where a is the number of

electrons aseelated with Ow, ibevotie eo eo ow ea the Omree tee

W. Z
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product. Thus for the production of 1itons from the corrosion of

lisP, n 0 14.5, since the reaction is:

NiP + 4RSO 211 ++ + P04  ÷+ 8 + 90 e

For corrosion of CrP to dichromate, n - 22, wherea" n a 8 if the
corrosion product is COr4. The corresponding reactions are:

2Cr! + 133s0 0 Ords" + 2P0,- * 309+ + 22"

Or! + 4H10 a Cr+++ + Po ÷ S+ + gar

Table 1 lists the corrosion efficiencies that have been measured

for both phosphides in a number of solutions. Also listed are the

potentials of the anodes (corrected for iR drop) and the nominal

current densities in milliamperes per square centimetre. This last

column can only be considered as a very approximate measure of the true

current density, since many factor, (e.g. the roughness and porosity of

the surface, possible film-formation, increase of area due to corrosion

or physical disintegration, decrease of area due to adhesion of bubbles,

etc.) will cause the effective area to Wiffer from the geometrical area.

Inspection of the data in Table 1 will reveal the following facts:

(i) In all solutions studied, the 4egree of corrosion of CrP is

far too serious for any useful .loctroprcpurative application. NisP

anodes are corroded in neutral solution (they suffer severe chemical

attack in acid solutions()). At p1 24, 1i1P anodes appear to resist

corrosion perfectly, however this is not likely to have amn practical

utility in view of Uhe corrosion resistanOe of nickel Itself uzdr

suc eoNAditiow.
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!ARLI 1

Anode Solution %etho . Potential Nominal
Ooros ion versus (mmot
ffio ien@7 ..C.S. Densuity

0rp 0.5K H2SON 0 2 1.25 3.0

GrP 0.5L H•.No 0 1 1.30 3.4

CrP 0.- R2SO,6 0 2 1.33 4.3

Ina? MIOB 0 14 100

isp _ KO 0 5 100

NiP m4X05 0 4 500

GrP 0.~ HWS0, 14 2 1.143 14,4

GrP 0.~ 53260 5 2 1.39 3.1&

Crp EelC 9 2 1.143 8.T

cr1p xEel 15 2 1.143 T.8

mip xEl20 5 100

UP M 4C1046 20 T 1.62 26

or 0. 2! 92604 30 2 1..48 .5

ow? 0.5Ž_ MICoo 36 2 1.47 5.6
0. O3R COOK

11?P 0.~ 1IaSO& 140 5 100

Grp x~ go 39) 2 0.12 12
(ill3) 3 v

* U .50 total U

OP sat4. EM 56 6 2.1414 1000

, xOw (t4) 2 0.30 57
9 - (31) 3
"0 95 tota 3
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(i1) The dgree of corrosion of CrP anodes in solutions of pE

from 0 to 7 depends mainly on the current density (or the potential,

which parallels the current density). The effect of anions and of pK

are secondary. The corrosion efficiency increases with increasing

current density, being about 50t at 100 milliamperes per square centi..

metre. However, even at extremely high current densities, bubbles are

evolved and the corrosion efficiency probably never exceeds about 10.

The corrosion product Is Or•O1.

(iii) In neutral solutions, an anode of NiSP resists corrosion

better than one of CrP. Eowever, a critical comparison Is hampered by

the different physical states of the two materials.

(iv) In normal solutions of potassium hydroxide, NisPanodes ore

uncorrodd., but corrosion of CrP occurs to both the +3 and +6 states.

This corrosion Is far more severe than in aoidic or neutral solutions,

the total corrosion effilcency being about 50% at 10 milliamperes per

square oentimetre. It would appear that a different corrosion mechanism

ti operative at pH 14 than in the pH range 0 - T and 100% corrosion

might be expected to occur at current doesities geater than 100 m&
-2

cm in basic solution.

Table 2 represents an attempt to correlate the results obtained

(1)
by Wood with those of the present Investigation. the construction of

the table Involves considerable interpolation and the values listed •ae

of little worth, ezoept in llUStrsMig interesting tre•ds in this

SOTS"s at YkosbMes.
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Corrosion Efficiency at a Current Density of appirouimately

100 aillianips per square am.

hopis Acid. solution Neutral solution Ualo solution
pa a0 PH. PHul1&

rep 20 30 T0

O 50 50 100

pop30 100 30

COOP 100 100 30

lisp 100 30 0

The phosphides in Table 2 formn a natural sequence In the order listed..

The phosphides at the head. of the table possess good. resistance to

urnodic corrosion in acid solution but poor resistawne In basic solution;

the' converse Is true at the foot of the table,

Yet another piece of evidence av bo cited, supporting the bvlief

tbat different corrosion mechanisms are operative in basic and. acidic

solutions. Pig. 3 Is the potential -VE diegrais for chromium (at

l0r3 concentration) compiled. from the data given by Latimer Th

increasing stability of the 46 state with Increasing pH io clearly

shown. Yet, In spite of the 4ifferenoe of 1.5~4 volts In the potential

of the r()/(U)comple between VE 0 and. IN 14. corrosion of Cr?

in acid. solution occurs to OWe +6 stA esf~ustvelr Wkn te aw3 s1tot

Is &1e0 fOWad Is Aotedi talkl.



borne evidence has been collected., based. on corrosion experiments

with CrP In 1 E660,6, wh~ich strongly suggests the existence of a film at

the electrode surface. At potentials of loee than 1.35 volts versus

.0Za OrP anode In normal sulphuric acid suffers no corrosion

(c.f. Ta~ble 1). Und~er these cond~itions the evolution of oxygen occurs

with 100% current efficiency, occuring with a somewhat lower over-

potential than at smooth platinum. The stirring resulting from the

posasage of a stream of nitrogen has no effect on the current, which Is

quite steady and reproducible at a constant potential: similarly

iaechsnicsl agitation is without effect. these facts clearly Indicate

the absence of concentration polarisation. The complete absence of

reversibility was demonstrated. by the ind~ewr~ence of the current upon

the concentration of oxygen In the solution. When the anode was suib-

jected. to a sudden change in Its potential, the garrent was found. to

attain its new equilibrium value slowly, The f iMl current was approached.

from either highr or lover values, depending upon the Initial and. f inal

potentials, but the final current was a uuique function of the potential*

being ind~epend~ent of the his tory of the anodee *This behavior would. be

expected If a f ilm exists at the anodo surface, this f ilm being of

polymolecular thickness and. slowly built up on increasing the potential.

In 1 HsBO4 the conset of corrosion of Oil is not miarked. by any ds.iu

cont inuity In the current-voltage curve. The systemn beabves as if a

corrosion current becomes added. to the existing *Men current, the latter*

being u"affected, With Increasing potential, 'both currents Increase

wPghly *3pe"Mti1kM r, a" We t 004 I J Itu %P * tA th btSOMt
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current densities that have been studied. At nominal current densities

between about 1.0 and 100 milliamperes per square centimetre. a logaritbaeo

relation bctween potential end current is obey*&. the value of the

parameter b la the fafl equat ions

3 + ab log I

being about 0.3 volt. This value Is large compared with the usual over-

voltage values for b of from 0.05 to 0.2 '%nii would be even larger If the

corrosion current were subtracted from the total anodic current. Again,

this effect may be explained In terms of a film which increasingly covers

a greater fraction of the surface as the potential Is increased, thus

making the true current density greater than Its nominal value.

V. UARAMIC PICTIVIOATION

many Investigators(9~ have observed phenomena associated with

the generation of a d.c. potential by the passage of a pure &ac. current

across a solution electrode Interface. A theoretical treatment for the

case of equal concentrations, of soluble reductant and oxidant was given

by Doe wan Aarwels(2 though the present author believes their

derivation to be in error (vide. Infra).
(10

Does and Agarwal (1)suggested that the name Predozokinetic effect'

be applied to the pbenomenon, because Its magnitude Is dependent (to some

extent) on the kinetics of the oxidation-reduction reaction. However, It

to felt that Ofaradaic rectifieationgt o i a m~ore descriptive torm which

also emphalsiss the correlation between this effect and the phesomenon

ft%*097110ey AMMAe Wfawaiiato ea1titMse 117 fzyme l6)



The charging and discharging of th6 electrical double layer always

provides one path by which alternating current may flow across a solution

electrode Interface. However. if a redox couple Is established at the

electrode surface, an add~it 4 opial route Is provided by virtue of the

occurence of the electrochemical reacotion. The dependence of this

faradaic component of the a.c. current upon the &a.. potential existing

across the Interface has been studied by mony authors TheO) m
theorctical treatment below shows that, In addition to this &.a. potential,

a constant d.c. potential Is also gonerated by the flow of farsdaic a.*.

current across the interface,

Consider an electrode of area A am. 2across which a pure a.c. current

of frequency w/2b' cycles 66e6. Is flowing, I being the magnitude of the

faradaic component of this current (in amperes) at time t (secouds). 3W

a convenient definition of zero time, we may express:

I * coe Wt()

where I is the amplitude of the aec. current.

The oxidized form, Oz, of a redox couple is present In solution, its

bulk concentration being moles .3.3 * The concentration of Ox at any

distance, x (oams.), from the electrode surface is denoted by C sand 00 ts

the instenteansom surface concentration. It will be assued that 00

mw be equessd 1W Vie Fmwzlr seriess

Pt T.T-
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where the a and Is are undetermined coefficients.

If sufficient supporting electrolyte to ;reeent in solution and if

the frequency is high enough to prevent appreciable convection, diffusion

viii be the sole mode of transport. Assuming condition* of s.ei-infinite

linear diffusion to exist, lick'e second law:

*C (3)at

mut govern the transport of Ox, where D is the diffusion coefficient of

Ox in cm * seed A solution of (3) ti required that will satisfy (2)

and the additioinal conditions (14) ands)

o 0 for x a at*Ilt (t4

(C)t " (0)t,, 1r/4 f or all .z &A integre a ()

6Wa~o a solution ti (oomper AU •laMles ))

.+. , + ,+,p..(-/-+ ) *i .. mt./j 6

lrom equation (6) ma eq~miesi fOr" i ii be derived br' th eppatioa

*f7lik's fis law:

"�U"

4N &:--



a nAD ()&A + 'A /j coo h

)Fig

UV a1 ~juj j)/ sin M~j (7)

whore I represents the farade and n Is the number of electrons treneferea

)or molecule of Oz racting. In deriving (7) anodic current has boon

oonlidered positive. Comparison of (1) and (7) shows tkat:

ri0 faor I(8)

whence (2) becomes:

00 Iteg Wt + dal.as + (0

Lot P be the potential of the electrode, in the absence of currnt

flow, measured In volts versus any convenient reference, the sign being

tokIen in accord with the earospea oowention. If an ac. current of

farad•li component to given by (1), W@ nov paseesd through the electrode,

but flow of d,.c current Is prevented, the potential of the electrode

becomesP + + Voo 6t +), Vad arwe the amplitudeand

p' e aNMle of the a.. potential existing &Oros the Interface, It is

uaMe4 was tme O2eot"oW potU1t04 oate6as aqo "OtrMU•"asto

1. .. ..4i ,,,;:'... . ... 'x ... ..• ' . . • •- ' " ,. .•\ . . .. .•m



harmonics (i.e. contains no toer in con 2 cots &in 3W.o *to). Striotly,

this is true only in the limit as I approachbe sero, however it Is

approximately true for small values of 1. Small values of I (and hence

of V and are assumed henceforth, The d.c. potential is caused

by the phenomenon of faradaic rectification and we shall now proceed to

derive an expression for it. It Is first necessary to specify the chemistry

of the redox couple.

The electrode reaction

Ox + n- = Rd (11)

will be treated first for the case in which Rd is at constant activity.

A metal electrode in contact with a solution containing its ions would be

an example of this case. For such a system in equilibrium we can write:

0 a i i-i=nA15 eI a fp - nAM ex-exPf ) (12)

where I and i are the individual currents corresponding to the revere.

and forward directions of (11). The gas constant and the absolute

temperature are denoted by R and T and C Is the symmetry factor or

transfer coefficient for the electrode reaction, taking some value be-

tween sero and unity. %he term k to a rate constant, being the actual

rate of both reverese and forward reactions when 8 * 1. s def•ined

'by 3 P P- ,Po being the value of P wheb 1.

Upon aOWlieation of a.c., "I aand a" no longer equal, stnce aem:

*is~~~ cA a(~~ife~I ooe~t(3

S-7.7-1
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t~a~n&MC sp [I~ Z+ 4 + V coo W~t*O+JG ) (114)

where Cc Is given by (10). low if V is small compared. with Rt/n S'
will be still cralle- and. the fcllowiag e.proximations will be valid,:

alp ( .4.1 * ) , 1-~! * (15)

-;/ -wn i og (Wt + _)1+)

n I V Cosa (~..t O)

I ,+ no it V,'. 1P cooe 0 coost 4 sin9 sin4.,t (16)

and, similer approximations with (1 - ) replacing C- S). The final

step in approximation (16) is made by neglecting the harmonic term in

sos (Wt + 2). The worst error introduced by these approximations is

about 2,5% If V I~ T/2n (ý 1, which is V.,i 12 mulll-volts at 25 0C for

n a * 1. If these approximations are inserted into (13) and (114),

a; eliminated by =@so of (12), smeall or harmonic terms negleted and

filll. W.) ubracted Irn (13)9 the following results*

A
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Since I -I n 1, equations (1) and (IT) must yield. Identical

expressions for the value of the instantsn ous faradato current. Hence,

equating the coefficient of soninjt in (IT) to soro sad, that of ooe vt to

1, we obtain:

coS O "-(1. ÷ ) 18)

where:

The tlme-indepeodent term on the riht hand. side of (IT) must equal

sero (this corresponds to the restriction that no d.c. current is allowed.

to flow). From this coadition. b, see of (ii) and (•19), te ol.lovwin

expresuion forteervw

eis derive2

ii. (2i



this iatiob box two Intersting l iltig oaes. If k ll

wb.*rW It k cc) •
7w-i

y (23)

?or intermediate "dues of k, to. 4e msetricel 0igold fuaction of

log "s depicts& in 7U. 14, the point of Inflection being at R a I//

If (11) represents a woz comple both vomponents of which are in

solution, having qmul balk concentrations. B, theo it Us been shatm by
Undles(VT) tt the surface cono tratisi of Oz an 21 obey the

eolatioehip:

(CO)o= + (cO)Aa 2- 0 if Dox a d (24)

Vith this additional relationship, a derivatton my be carrieA oat vhich

io striotly sanlogous to the one given above. The rowslts ae as fellows:

(ot * 2.) .... )

2hz (l+ & T (+L)

""A•r-

fin L.ihm&L±!-)(1

-- ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 I +~ W 4- w,.'-2o **
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lb. express ion (2T) differs from the result obtain"d by Doos Mandhwl(

for the same problem. The present author believes that the approzinations

that were made In their derivation were too drastic. The expression for

takes a simpler fors tMan (2T) In teons of the amplituds 4C the

IarMe current, thus:

112)IBM- 2 +(29)

The properties of &An electrode surface with respect to faradaic &ac

cannot be depicted in terms of a circuit consisting of resistors and con-.

* ~densere. unless peculiar frequency-.depenldences are ascribed to these components.

lowever, the properties of a OVarbarg Impedance", introduced by Grabame (lb)

are very useful In this respect. !he properties of this circuit element

are such that Its Impedance Is Inversely proportional to the square root

of the frequency of the a. a. current. this curest leeds the voltage 1W

a constant angle of hW/)4 radiame.

If the current I I coo wt is passed through the series combination

of a resistor ma a Varberg fape4aeee, te Po0e0414 across the pair ts

re.4Al sOwn to tet

a----------------------------------



4-( +~r POW Go*eg461 aicoot (I r./W/ (30)

where r and V/fi are the Impedances of the Individual element. Comparison

of (30) with equations (18) - (21), shws that the faraato properties of

the solution electrode interface are accurately represented by the

circuit shown in Figure 5, wheore the -W- symbol represents the Warburg

tndance (16) and the battery symbol represents a souroe of d.c. potential

in the sense shown, bat a short-circuit as far as a.c. Is cocerned,. The

magnitudes of the components of the equivalent cirouit are:

IT (31.)

dkc) (32)

P*~J wmC/i 4 ±Pweea (33)

The elements in 7ig. 5 are drawn at aigles such that the diagram aleo

represents a voltage vector diagram.

The elements connected by dashed lines in Pig. 5 represent an

alternative method, due to Randles , of roepesentig the proporti•e

of the ebw pedce Zn UF " .le' nohat leat

5,- .7 '- 0



ftProssioi for 3o and OrC may be readiy deorived from (31). (32) and (341);

they will be found to differ by factors of /1 from the expressions

deduced by Eillson (15) for the same problem. In the present authorts

opinion, hillson's derivation is in error by this factor. Similar treat-

ment of equations (25), (26) and (28), for the case of equal concentrations

of O sad RU, yields expresslons for 11 Ond CO Identical with those of

nad.eo (IT).

In the construction of the complete equivalent circuit of the cell,

account must be taken of the double layer capacity, Od, which introduces

a reactance in parallel with the farsaic Impedance of the interface, and

of the necessary presence In the cell of a second electrode. If this

second electrode it of the same material as tfhe first, its interface

will have a similar equivalent circuit to that shown in Pig. 5. The two

electrodes are linked by a pure resistance, Ro, the ohmic resistance of

the intervening solution, and hence the entire cell Is electrically

anmlogous to the circuit which is depicted vectorially Is Figure 6.

If the area of the second electrode i8 made very much larger than

that of the first, equat ions (31) &AM (32) show that the farsadic Ispedance

will aesume a negligibly small value. fte non-faradic reactance is also

Inversely proportieasl to electrode area, so that for the large electrode,

O * * 0• 0, and Oweso circuit elements may be Ignored. Uquation

(21) ehemi that 14 8104 am qA1et ft&otioa Of the area Of the second

,,+
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electrode. lowever, t o proportionl to th square of I , the

.ac. potential developed across the interface, and this latter viii tend

to sero as the area of the second electrode is Increased. Thus, for a

cell containing similar electrodes of very different areas, the equivalent

circuit reduces to that shown in 71gure T, the d.c. potentials P 4tf

and P (in the opposite sense) having been combined into a single,

measurabl, elements

As has beon demonstrated above, the d.c. potential, y *is

proportional to the square of the a~c. potential, V, produced across the

Interface. The constant of proportionality is a function of known

constants (K. D, etc.), known variables W, Z, etc.) and certain, often

unknown, pameters ( 4C , k. n) of the system. Hene*. experimental

""easuroment of 9 as a function of To provides a method for the

deteramiation of these parameters.

The potent"iities of the method are most clearly demonstrated by

.ig. 4. (Iis figre applis only, of course, to the reaction considered

first, i.e. the n electron discharge of a soluble molecule of Ox to a

speciesi 34d at constant activity. However, similar diagrams may be

readily oonstroted for aq other type of electrochemioal reaction).

-. periweantl variation of such factors as frequemiy, concentration and

tempsrature will vary H and so extensive regions of the curve In Fig. ~

say be dteoeaasbL e; In fortunate oiremmstances, the whle •uvo might be

4-esj'd.

I • r i I I I I I I I i I , ' ' ' ' ' ' . . .



the upper limit of (corresponding to lairg V &M large w, but

oaell k - right hand side of Fig, 4), is seen to be very sensitively

dependent on the magnitude of CC and hence the Investigation of this

region offers an excellent method for the evaluation of the symmetry

factor of the electrode reaction. This fact was first realised by Does

and Agama (12), who used experimental data on the Fo++, Fe +++ (equlmolar) /

Pt electrode to calculate the symmetry factor (transfer coefficient) of

the exchange reaction. However, it Is felt that their data are in errsr

becruse of failure to take account of the a.c. potential developed

excross the solution resistance, 1, ,which must be subtracted, veoctorially,

from the a.c. cell potential, to obtain the true interfacial potential, V.

Prom the inflection point of the rising portion of the graph of

//V8 aversus the logarithm of frequency (at constant concentration), or

in some similar fashion, it is possible to determine k, the rate constant

of the electrode reaction. This parameter Is also calculable from

measurements of the faradaic impedance of the electrode (15-19) and the

greater Ilherent accuracy of the bridge techniques used in such investi.

gationo will be refleoted, In a more precise evaluation of k then 'ay

mneasureeast of the degree of faradaic rectification. However, the latter

method offers a unique advantage over the classical method whea applied to

solid electrodes. Whereas the calculation of k from Impedance data re-

quires a knowledge of the electrode 5SP00AOU)",. esmeag (31) ohmw that

y) / Is Sabspeoneat of A.

L.!~I.<<NA F . . ..-
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Pig. s4 hows that aeaeurwuat at the lower limit of will

onable a to be obtained. Thou&h this quantity to rarely In doebt (for

such a simple reaction as (11))p its .souaate evaluation will provd~e

confidence in the method.

For couplex electrode reactions, study of fara4.aic rectification

myr assist in the determination of the reaction mechanism, Thus if a

complex reaction Is representable by the equivalent reaction pair(5)8

a Oxz *am~" p 7d man(1.)e- (35)

whore 9 is not neoeee~awy a spmstry factor. For such a reaction, It

may be shown that:

Y1 I 2L + 2e

w3.ere a)

(c.f. equations (21) end (20), to which (36) and (37) reduce when

a a IanJdf~& It will be seen tbetstudyofthe degree of

farsdaic rectification offers a method for the evaluation of a and

which may greatly aslist In the establishment of the reaction sechanism( 5).

Hitherto It has been assumed that the flow of d.c. current is prevented.

e.g. by the presence of a blocking condenser. Current will flow If this

Is not the case end the direction of current flow will be In accord with

The slnof at A sb at P3g.18 will sow" that to us ueally



negative; that to to may that If two electrodes, of copper for oeimple,

ae Immersed In a solution containing copper ions and connected by a

wire In which an a. c. to Induced, the mualler electrode will tend to

assume a slight negative charge with respect to the larger. Current

will flow. accompanied by a deposition of copper at the large electrode at

the expene of the small. A comparable situation would arise If a

massive piece of copper was totally immersed. In the solution, 1z the

presence of an &.c. field, the large and small electrodes resulting from

different grain sizes at the metal surface. Zyon though no net dies-

solution of copper would occur, a pitting and roughening of the surface

would be expected. It to Interesting to speculate on whether such an

effect contributes any reeponuibility for the agravation of metallic

decsy In the vicinity of &a,, iastallations that Mae often been observed

by corrosion e~niners.

VI. NrISOT1IITIO 3MUIMNTS

The limitation to the accurate determination of Y4 /T s toImposed,

not by the measurement of 4)which is a comparatively simple matter, but

by the difficulty In determining V This Is partly because of the

exponent, but mainly because V cannot be measured directly. V is defined

as the amplitude of the &.a. potential existing across the Interface, I.e.

"aross the triangular network inIs. 71. A& A.c. millivoitmsetr may be

emloyed to measure V1. the total potential across the cell, but this

coutains a contribution V. from the passage of the a. a. current through

3a, and the vectorial subtractios cannot be carried out without a
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knowledge of the phase agle between VI a"II. InsteIa of measIring

this phase agle, an alternative procedure was adopted which Is 11-

lustrated by figure 8, a semi-vectorial diagram of the essential circuIt17

of the experimental apparatus. A resistor, 1, Is placed in series with

Us cell and its magnitude to adjusted to be ezaotly aqual to ts. The

measurable potential, Vg, across R is thus equal in both magnitude and

phase to Too The total potential drop, Vs, across the series combination

of R and the cell it also determined. It will be seen from fig. 8 that

the veotors T, and Vx form the adjacent sides of a rhomboid, of which V

"ad. Vs are the diagonals, Geometrical considerations relate the lengths

of the sldse and diagoals of a rhomboid in such a manner that:

V 2Ta + 2Y 5 V S (38)

a
This relationship was used to meusure V

5

Zquation (38) shows that the determination of V is the more accurate,

the smaller the value of Is. This consideration was paramount in dictating

the design of the apparatus shown in figure 9. and the choice of supporting

electrolyte. The cell employs mercury electrodes, the large electrode

being sitpl", a pool on the floor of the call. The snall electrode, a
5

slightly flattened hemisphere of mercury, of a few ma. area, ObalancedO

on the end of the S-shaped siphon tube. This electrode is established

by dding mercury dropwise at I (fig. 9), until the mercury just fails to

overflow. Vith practice, it Is possible to reproduce the area of the

small electrode to give an unoertaint) of about 0.1 oWN In 3.0 oAms

I:i
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(a typical value for 1 ) this reproducibility it not, howevere, required,

since the resistance 3 was always adjusted to the now value of So after

reforming the surface of the mall electrode.

The sinusoidal signal used In the measurement of faradaic rectif 1-

cation is produced by the audio-frequency oscillator 01 (11g. 9), a

*Low Distortion Oscillatory, manufactured by General Radio Co. (Typ 1301A).

This precision oscillator generates any one of 27 standard frequencies

from 20 c/o. to 15 kc/s., of continuously variable voltage. Me isolation

tra•sformer 02 was a "Low Harmonics Transformer" (type 5783 of General

Radio Co., ) erving also as a 4X step-up transformer. The condenser C1

(Cornell-Dubilier decade capacitor unit, usually set at 1.0 aicrofarad)

serves to prevent the flow of d.c. current, while the choke L (8 henry,

low resistance a.f. choke) prevents the a.*. signal from being shorted

by the potentiometer used to measure M The parallel network of 31

and 12 (both noninductively wo•d precision decade resletors) constitutes

R, the resistor that Is set equal to RE, the solution resistame of the

cell. The measuremet of 1 involves the use of the maxiliary r. f.

oscillator, 02 (Reathkite model AG.8), a sine wavee ene tor of eontitouul

variable frequency. The total Impedance of the cell we measured by

switchig In 02, via the r.f. leolation traasformer T2. and adJustin 1

until Tz and Vg are equal; the impedance is then equal to . This aeours..

meat vas mads at 40 ke/s and at 56.6 kc/s and extrapolted to Infinite

frequency by mneo of th relationship (ezaot tfo a resitor au"
oaacito is isrte)e

-~ A I
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The resistors 11 and 32 were then adjusted such that their hamonlo men

was equal to the value of Re calculated by (39). When switch 62 bad

been opcened, the apparatus was completely adjusted for the measurement of
a

Y e and V

To avoid the u.e of three a.c. meters as shown in 1ig. 8, a four-bank,

"tour position switch 81 ws used in conjunction with a sin•e a.c.

millivoltmeter. X (Neathkit. model AV-2). Thls meter ham a sensitivity of

10 millivolts r.m.s. for full scale deflection, together with several loes

sensitive scales. It war found to have a flat frequbecy response over the

range of operation of 01 and was calibrated to read directly in square

millivolts of amplitude. The first three positions of the switch 61

enable the terms Vp, Vg and To to be measured; the fourth commons the

mercury electrodes, enabling their comon potential to be meaured versus

the referoe electrode, 3. A cathode rmy oscilloscpe (Dumot model

30W) vas permaently connected In serles vith , enabling the a.e. sige•s

to be moitored visually, to give assurance that the signals were undistorted.

In the first three positions of switch f1, the mercury eleetrods are

connected through L to the potentiometer, POT., enbling the potontial

t to be meaured. This potentiometer was constructed on the Poggendorff

principle, having a total rang of ± 15 millivolts. The slide-wire dru

could be readily adjusted to one microvolt, but the accuracy was limited by

the galvanometer (hubicon, mirror-in.box type) which has a voltage s8ou1.

tivity of 13 sieovolts/milletoer.
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Table 3 shows the results of 31 experiments with the apparatus$

amploying a 1.0 Uillimolar ( * 106 ) of mercurous ion, In

5.0 N perchloric acid at 25 00. These results cover a wide range of

frequencies and &.a. potentials. ixcepting the results obtained under

the most extreme conditions (there are diverse reasons for the belief

that erroneous values of IV will be obtained if either u, or V is too

large or too small), all the observed values of 113? lie between

-1.7 and -2.1, with most lying within 0.08 of the mean value, -1.95. There

Is no -trend with frequency of the term 443 4)/17 , showing that in the

range of experimental conditions, equation (21) for W always assumes

one its limiting, frequency-independent forms (22) or (23). From the

magnitude of the effect, it is clear that it is equation (23) that is

operative and that the experimental velue of 143 Y/V?, -1.65, it an

approximation to the true value of -n, 2,0. Xs causes for this 7%

discreponcy may be surmised, but the operative cause is unknown. The smell,

unmexpected positive trend in y y 2 with Increasing V Shown In table 3 for

the results at 75 c/a, appears to be a real offect, though it remaias un.

explilned. Nowever, within the most useful rnge oft , between 4 &ad 10

millivolts, the trend Is not apparent.

The results in table 3 refer to the lower limit shown In 1Fi, 4. It

would appear that log H SI 2, from which the approximate lower limit

k > 0.05 may be calculated. Attempts were made to Increase B and so

obtain points on the rising portion of Pig. 9, both by increasing 1

and by decreasing k (by lowering the temperature and b the addition of

gelatinn(7)): these were unscoessful.

4 L '.
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